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HOW TO USE THE TERASKIN
Details

Micro-current Treatment - Gentle to the Skin!
Used by Professional Beauticians at Esthetic Salons!
The microcurrent & terahertz wave beauty roller generates microcurrent as you roll it
working gently into the skin. It works gently into the skin. Microcurrent is used for skin
care treatment to prevent liver spots and skin slacking at esthetic salons. Enjoy the
beautiful skin!

Eco-friendly! No power required!
In comparison to other products, this microcurrent & terahertz wave beauty roller does
not require power to generate electric current. You just roll it. How economical and easy!

Micro-current Generation Indicator
The built-in LED shows you that the roller is generating micro-current.

Electric Current Generation
4.1-5.9mA has been measured by tests.

Tapping massage for making the face line well proportioned and
lifting up the skin - Great skin care!
Feel comfortable with the tapping massage!

The hexagonal/octagonal-shaped roller stimulates the skin while
rolling. It helps to make the face line well proportioned and lift up the
skin.
You will feel comfortable with the tapping massage as it gently and
softly stimulates the skin. Enjoy the tapping massage!

Different touch feels!

The octagonal-shaped end of the roller works as a microcurrent
roller, while the hexagonal end works as a Terahertz roller. One
roller lets you enjoy different touch feels.
You can begin with the octagonal-shaped end and then change to
the hexagonal side to complete the skin care.

Good for the whole body as well as facial care!

You just roll it over the face, neck, chest, or wherever you want. This
skin care treatment helps to make the skin clear and resilient.
* Tapping massage works more effectively when your body is warm.
e.g. after bathing.

Terahertz wave treatment!
The artificial stone contained in this product emits terahertz waves.
Patented technology (*2) is used.
Terahertz waves are said to penetrate more deeply into the skin to active the skin gently. There are many
applications in the medical and industrial fields.
*2 Japan/US process patent #3766385

Part names

How to roll
You just roll over the skin!

You can begin with the microcurrent roller part and roll it over the skin for 3-5 minutes and then change to
the terahertz roller part to complete the skin care. This treatment gently stimulates the skin to tone up the
facial muscle.

Forehead / Bridge of the nose

Around the eyes/mouth

Neck / Jaw

Specifications
P/N: TRL-4
Product name

Micro-current & Terahertz Wave Beauty Roller

Applied to

Face/Body

Weight

approx. 80g

Outer dimensions

·Roller length: approx. 18cm (7.08 inches)
·Terahertz roller part (Gold): approx. 6.5cm (2.55 inches)
·Microcurrent roller part (White/Silver): approx. 8cm (3.14 inches)
·Roller diameter: approx. 1.8cm (0.7 inches)

Main materials

·Body: Aluminium (Baking finish paint), MSTARS paint
·Electrode: Stainless steel

Accessory

Specially designed pouch

Limited Warranty

1 year from the date of receipt

Related products

PLATINUM GINSENO NANO COLLOIDAL MASK & CREME

PLATINUM GINSENO MASK

PLATINUM NANO COLLOIDAL DAILY ACTION CREME

